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A chaaactcrizstmn ox iIll cubic finite graphs that do not embed in the rd;li projective 
plane P is glen in the sense that Luratowski ch&uzterized Al nut:-planar finite graphs. 
Sf)~?cifm# it is shswn that t.hete exist exactl!~ 6 cubic irreducible graphs for R 
0. c tion 
ph G will be ailed an ineAucib3e graph for a 2- 
does Eat embed ill M (i.e., no subsp 
homeomorphic to GA but for any of G, the grap 
edge 4 rerr~wed) dots embed i 
of finite irreducible 
‘The main pw-pose of t’ilis 
heorem 1.1 in the remaining case. ere WL 
cal arguments to prover 
e proof of Theorem 3.1 is motivated by (the fact 
Gniteiy many cubic graphs which do not contain 
copies Qf Kz,, . 
at the proof of Theorem 4.1 follows from the fact 
ntains 2 disjoint homeomsrphic copies H and 9 of 
slndJc3nbechosensot%latHc R&C G,Jc K&C: 1c 
ection 2 for definitions), and h&e G is the bon of 
consists of the 6 hs g&erz in Fig. 1. 
S. (1) The concepts that appear in the proof of Theorem I. 1 are 
the number of vertices of G, I V(C)I, girth C, and C-connectivity of G 
(see Section 2 for definitions). 
(2) IV($)! = 10, IV(ci)l= 12, i # 5. 
(3) Girth Gj = 4, i = 3,4,5,6, and girPh Gj = 5, i = 1, 2. 
(4) G3 is disconnected, G4 is 2 C-connected but not ,7 c”-connected, 
G5 is 3 c<snnected but not 4 C-cronnected, C6 is 4 C-connected but not 
5 C-connected, C;, and C;, are each 5 C’-connected but not 6 C-cQnnectec 
(5) Gz has B pair of disjoint cycles length 6 but C, doeis rot. 
2. Notation and dc5nitirnns 
By a graph G we mean a finite 1 dimensional CW complex. 
tie to~o1ogica.l equivalence or hsmeomorphism of’ graphs (“; and H by 
C s H, and the union of two graphs G and H by (7 u H, or (in case we 
want to emphasize that G and H are disjoint) by sl; M H. 
Let H C C be a subgraph. We denote by G -- I” the graph of all edges 
(and adjacent vertices) that are in G but not in H. We denote by G/H 
the quotient space, the graph made om G by identifying all edges ;in 
vertices in H as a single vertex, (H), 
For positive integers n, UZ, K, ml will denote a graph homeomorphic to 
e complete n, m bipartite graph (i.e., homeomsrphic to the join of two 
discrete sets with n and m points respectively). Hence G $ 
means G does not contain a ptir of disjo nt subgraphs, eat 
phic to the complete 2,3 bipartite graph. 
A simplicial graph is called ctlbir provide every vertex has valency 3. 
We define the @C/z of a graph C to be the length sf the shortest cycle 
in G. 
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recsed if the removal of any set of n - E 
m C leaves a subgraph with at most one component 
le cycle. Observe that if C is a cubic graph, then C is 
thle removal of any set of n - 1 disjoint 
ph with at most one component. 
is called n hmnnected if the removal of any set of n - 1 
a subgraph with at most one component 
graph G, i? wifl denote a graph, G 3 B 3 H, 
cy one vertices and there is no praper sub- 
3 I .I Ii with G - I having no vaPncy one 
rvf. that @ = G - J, YV here J is the union of all cycles in C 
vegan) disjoint from H and all paths between these cycks 
t meet H; hence H is well1 defined. 
le (e, C, H) ~anonid if 
28 simple cycle of G’, 
e =: boundary of e (endpoints ofe), and 
n B-connected, 17, and (e, C, H) canox ical 
below. As explained in the precedinp set- 
cubic graphs which are rrrzducible ibr the 
ive plane P (i.e., graphs Iwhich do not embed in P but l.vhich 
d in P if any edge were removed), and 1 V(G)I’ 4 en~tes the 
roof of Theorem 1.1_ 
hs G E @I(P) such that C ;b K2 
Y 
3 lJ K2 3 are 
9 
emwn 1. I (see Fig. I j. 
his section consists of the proof cf eP;em 9.1 l
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Proof. Since E is a minimal set which disconnects C, G - E has exactly 
2 components H, and Hz. If C/Hi is nonplanar for i = 1 and 2, t:her, 
Hi 3 Ji 2 K 2,3 such that C 3 K3,3 3 Ji cano:rlically for i = 1, 2 a.nd we 
are done. If G/Hi is planar for i = en G = HI w E u H2 can 
be embedded in the plane using a g of C/H2 II GfH, = G’ 
on the plane with the two vertices {H,} and {Hz) embedded in the 
boundary oft e same component of the complement of the embedded 
graph G’. The , without loss of generality assume G/HI is planar 
and G/H2 is n ar. Let e be an edge of H2 which does not discon- 
nect H2 (whit because E a set of disjoint edges implies no verti- 
ces of Hz have valency I so Hz is not a tree). Since G E CL(P), there exists 
an embedding f : G -. e + P and since d does not disconnect Hz, E n H2 
is mapped by f in a single component of P - RIP,). Since G/Hz is non- 
planar, every component of P -‘- f[H, I9 hence also P - f(G - e), is homeo- 
morphic to an open disc. Let D be a compact disc in P such that 
flH 3 - e) c D and jlHl) n D is empty. Let g: G/H, + D be an embedding 
such that gfCH,}) is in the boundary of D and such that we may extend 
theembeddingflH1UgIH2 :cIH1 U[H+PtoG~H+H~~E+P; 
this is possible since E has at most 3 edges each with a vertex in H, and 
Hz. This contradicts G E U(P). Hence the result. 
Proposition 3.3. Let G E CKP), then @rltt G a 4 
Proof. If girth G < 3, then there exists a simple cycle in G of length 3. 
Further each of the 3 vertices in this simple cycle is cubic in G so there 
exists a set E of 3 edges that disconnects he cycle from the remainder 
of G. This contradicts Lemma 3.2. Hence the result. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a cubic gruph. Let girth G 3 4 and suppose 
a43 U&3. 77zen G is 4 C-corrneeted. ? 9 
roof. Ltet E be a minimal set err” disjcint edges that disconnects G. 
component of G - E must contain (1 cycle since G is cubic. 
Ga 4, must have more than 3 edges. Otherwise each compor.\ 
s by Lemma 3.2. 
thelre do not exist 2 
cgrnnecteri by Lemma 3 . :&here must be 4 disjoht 
3f disjoint cycles in ]I% there are 2 cycles in G 
s must themselves be disjoint since 
isjsint cycles are sufficient to 
lis contradicts the hypothesis. ewe the result. 
. I o/;H)l = II, then at most ,vl .-- 2 edges of G - H 
ince G -- H contains at most one cycle, there are 
not in PI. Hence the rrtsult. 
nclusion is false. Then J z Kz 3, J c G, I VWI C I VW’)1 , 
once the rest&. 
, G IID J z lQ3, and let H be a component qf 
pairs of edges such that the two edges in each pair 
d each edge of each pair has an end point 
ithout a cycfe is a tree. tree that is not a 
oti’adjacent end 
roof. A component of G -- 11 cannot be a single edge because I I/(N)1 is 
minimal and girth G ;a 4. Hence by J.,emmas 3.7 ;tnd 3.8 each compo- 
nent of G - H contains a cycle C. Since G --- N meets Nat Ed .-- 2 verti- 
ces, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.7. 
Proof. If ;br each N c G, H 2 #, 3, I V(H)I 3 4, then H, U Hz c G, 
Ii, 25 If, 25 K, 3 cm be found uskg kmma 3.9. Similarly if each 
H c G. H 2 Ki 3 has I FIN21 2 8, then the lemma yields exactly the 3 
graphs G 1 I &, l G, of Fig. 3. Lemma 3.9 shows that if G f: Gd, i = 1.2,3, 
of Fig* 3, then f FI’(GlI < i 2 I Hence the result. 
Ptoof, F’ :e G is cubic, 43 has an even number of vertices. G is non- 
planar w 4r‘ 1 N 2 KJ 3= If S --- M = I.I, K2, 2 disjoint edges, K embeds 
inP.IfG--H=Kr 3, ‘then either G is the graph 6, of Theorem 1.1 
given in Fig. 8 or eke G embeds in I? Since G4 of Theorem 1.1 (Fig. 1) 
has the property that G, I> K2 3 Py K, 3v it is excluded. Hence IV(G)I > 1 
The 3 graphs of Fi .3 have the property that G, c P and G,, 6, c P but 
GZ, G3 4 Cl(P). That: is, G7 and G, are reducible, Hence G has 12 verti- 
ces and the proof is complete. 
eorem 3.1. By Proposition 3. I I! T IV(G)1 = 12. 
sition 3.10 and Lemma 3.9, G 2, HZ K2 3, IV(iYjl = 7 a 
This implies G - H contains i ” 
satisfying these Conclitic ns em 
ese conditions must contain 2,3 q 3 disjoint cycle and a wt 
hich connect the K2 3 and the cycle. The only gxphs 
itions are 6, and Gi of Fig. 1. ~IW the result. 
.is section consists of the proof of” ‘Theorem 4.1. 
itli be called 11 O-contzeeted if the removal of tiny set of 
i’rom G leaves a subgraph with at most orle compo- 
t of at most 4 dkjoint edges such that G - E has 2 
andsuchthatH>Kz3,J~ &.Ifone 
en it contains K,,,. $3 ff or J ikpd- 
G canonically and the other contains 
oth G/J and G/H are planar. Observe 
349 
ted and suppose C 3 
2,3 Sli~‘k that Qn4 Of the IE$CS iFt 3 be- 
rwf. Let q, u2 be thz cubic verbiws of H,. Let A ip 2, A, bethe 
arcs in H, from U! to ~2. If for e~h NC Ai, i = I ,2,3, there is a path 
from that arc to N2 c G that is disjoint front the other 2 arcs of A,, AZ, 
A,, then G 1 K3,3 1 H, 25 2, 3 canonically l nctl: assume t 
path from one of the arcs, y A 1, to Ml disj t from A2 LJ 
1”13 c C, H3 z K2 3 be disjokt from Hz and such that one arc 6 between 
the cubic vertices’ w 1, w2 ofH3 is a subset of I (9 B, and for WhICh 
there does not exist K2,3 c G. K2 3 n IT, = @ for which one arc between 
its cubic vertices is a proper sub& of B.&Let e3 be the edge of G in B 
with arc end point \q. Let 14:~ be the other end point of e3. If w3 = 1 
the proaf is complete. iF n&then ;!~r is a simple path fro 
meeting H3 only at its 2 erid ~skcs which does not intersect 
fallows because G has no valency 2 vertices and is 2 C-corm 
xntradicts the minimality of B. Hence the result. 
(ii) e is an edge of C, 
(iii) C is a simple cycle of C, 
(iv) C n r? = boundary e (en points of 4, 
(v) H n (C w e) = 8. 
is contractikAe 
no valency one vertices. 
omple’tnent of ali cycles disjoint frurn H uniorl all 
is a tree wi!h all its end points except 
in F is either cubic in F or an end 
ctible in P so that if F contains more 
th an end point of F not in H and 
disconn& G such that one component would 
This contradicts the hypothfjsis that 
l So assume that E contains exactly 3 edges, fIlfi, +CJ. 
hich have a vertex in common suclh 
in G. Now II -- (go La q U q ) is 
e respectively onto end 
te that A, must contain 
ints of A 1 since otherwise 
2 3 and is separated from C U e by &, 
and at mosi one edge with one vertex in common 
esis that G is 5 &connected4 On the 
re) vertices besides its end points, 
disjoint from C w e. 
flC - e) such that 7 CC: 
his contradicts hypoth&z 
. . I 
roof. C ‘-- N has no valency one vertices so ii” not 2 C-connected then 
or, for scme edge d of G, (G -- H) -- Li has a component, 
ich is 2 C-connected and disjoint from C. Let E denote t 
set of all edges of H - H that have end points in J. Since ,f(H) is 
boundary of 2 components ofP - fc@ - e), since G is 3 C-corm 
and since f;cH u E u J) is contractMe in P, the edge d and either 2 or 3 
edges of kY stlparrrte C U ~j from 2,3 c blr u E w J, This contradjcts the 
hypothesis that G is S O-connected. Hence the result. 
Proof. Let A, and A2 be 2 are in Co between the 2 points Q f~ co. 
f(C,) is essenti .a! so fee,) is csntractible. Since f‘does not ext;’ ill to cO 
[making an embedding G --, P), there must be 2 edges el, e2 E - +ich 
connect to CWE of the arcs A, or A2 (without kiss of generality G _qj 
such that .f(t-‘l u f2 U CT’, LJ ‘4 I) is essential. Wow the 2 points 
(q w ez) I-I C, divide C, into 2 arcs, and there must be edges e3, e4 in 
E connecting each of these artss in C with AZ. Since any 2 essential 
sirr.ple cyctes in P are isotopic, frCO w er u e2 w q u e4 u C,) must be 
isotopic to the embedding whose image is depicted in Fig. 4. 
K, 3. & Lemma 4.3 either the 
I& ? N, =- ~9 and such that 
vertices ~fI-1~ is an edge “3 of 
There is an embedding!’ : G -- q --* P with 
thesis. Since (es, C3, li2) and $ 
pothesis of Lemma 4.4, let Hd c G such that (q, C3+ w,, 
df(H,) is the boundary of 2 eom~x~~~t~ 
p4 be the edge of -5 such that ~IQ) = 
C4 be ths: cycle in G such that 
undary of R 1 ~1 u f(e4). Note H4 = e4 u C4. 
115 is a finite graph, a:ssume without loss of generality that H4 
ition (iii) in the hypothesis of L~WII~ 4.5. Hence 
by L,emma 4.5. By Lemma 4.6, 
e4 -+ P an embedding let C5 
that giec; j is the boundary of the component of 
whreh c;Jntsins gK’4)0 Note that g(C4) is noncontract- 
esis so g’:’ G -- (co tj Cd u E v C51) = g( G -- (17, u Cs )) is 
{C$. By Lemma 4.7, there is a 
E such that g restricted to C4 v E’ w CS is iso- 
4. Since G is 5 O-connected and 
;%ts atleast 5 edges. Since C - ir4 is 2 C-connected, 
n Cs is two vertices vl, v2; and 
be chosen so that, for some es E E -- E’, 
: e = es ore E I?‘). Let 
w 9 - A must be one of the 3 graphs 
that J 3 J, 
foronei= 12 
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Fig. 5. 
CNXWW that I is covered by cycles and G, c 1. If G/J is non-planar, then 
G/J contains a subgraph li’, 3. Since f = C/J - {J)*, I 5> H2 z K, 3 c R, 3~ G 
canonically, and 141 f3 N, 2’ 0. Hence the proof is complete if l$j is no;- 
planar. Assum<?, therefore, that G/J is planar and seek the contradiction l
that G would embed in P. Let bedding with ,g({J)) 
in the boundary of the unbou 
be the cycle in I such that g( the component of 
containingg({j3). For every e E E let T(e) be the component of cI - C, = 
(IwE)-C, wh ic .h contains e. Since g embeds G/J =: (I u E)/(E n J) into 
the plane there is an embedding !I : I + P such that h maps I into the 
contractible region of P bounded by Jrc,), h ) =flcI), and ?z(cO ~‘7 e) 
is in $(C, n T(c)) for each e E E Observe tha r each e cz E, 7’(e) is a 
tree so there is a unique arc A (P) 2 T(a) which meets J at e R J and which 
meets C, at the point U&I) = Er(C, n e). ow h extends to an embedding 
k : G + P, where 
Ii(x) = h(x) forx E I, 
E(e) = J&4(e)) for e E E. 
This embedding 6 is the contradiction whit completes the 
HcJsK33 canonically and for every embed- 
tains ad esse;ltial cycle of P. Since P cannot corm 
al cycles J, I3 J2 as given does not embed in P. Hence 
e 4 not in .I1 W J2, then G - e Q Y so G 4 CI(P). 
plates the proof- 
G canonically for i = 1,2. Let Aij, j = 1) 2.3, be the 
between the cubit: vertices of Hi* 
ere is no path in (7 from HI to Hz. Then 
situations c.kWted &: TheIT exist 2 arcs Of Aik , k = 1 9 2. T, such that 
ever\/ path (whir.3~ meets N, and H, only at its end points) from one of 
the xcs to Hj intersects every path (which meets& and If2 only at its 
end points) from tjtle other arc to Hj, If situations& sndl S, are both valid, 
then G contains G,, of Fig. 1. If situation Si is valid but not Sj, i, j = 1, 2, 
i + j, then Hi can be redefined Hi so t?mat Hi and Hi satisfy case (iii) but 
neither situatim ..fi, IXX situation S2 holds. If neither situation S, nor 
situation S, Md~, G ZJJ Gc or G 2 6, of FEg. 1. Aftt*r checking that 
Gi E WY,, i = 1 . . . v, 6, thi proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theortm 1. I are 
campletts. 
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